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E3 STUDIO is established with the sole purpose to

ease the work of every homeowner who aims to

create their dream space.

At , we take pride in using our extensiveE3 STUDIO

exper ience in inter ior & exter ior product

manufacturing to provide next level kitchen. The

sleek construction and layout of the modular

kitchen give your home a premium look. Our high-

quality and best-in-class products provide

comfortable, practical and elegant kitchen designs.

Each design is crafted professionally with attention

to match up with your desire for an ideal piece of art.

We use products of E3 b : E T ,rand dgeband apes

PVC aminates, crylic aminates, ecorativeL A L D

L P P A Paminates, relaminated anels, crylic anels &

UV anels.P For hardware fittings, we opt for the

finest brands, such as Hettich, Blum, Hafele, Ebco

etc.
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We design modular kitchens, the heart of the home, keeping in mind the customer’s needs

and requirements. Our kitchens are the righteous combination of style & innovation that

not only reflect your taste but also boost the look of your house. We provide concept-aimed

solutions as we understand the importance of a chic, elegant, sleek kitchen.

Kitchen

OUR PRODUCTS

6 Most Popular Types Of Kitchen Layouts

L-Shape Kitchen • U-Shape Kitchen • G-Shape Kitchen • One Wall Kitchen • Galley Kitchen • Kitchen Island

L-Shape
Kitchen

The L-shape is most

frequent ly used in

smaller kitchens. the

kitchen is built at a

corner where two walls

form a perpendicular

angle.

U-Shape
Kitchen
A u-shaped kitchen is a

kitchen that maximizes

the wall space by using

the walls for cabinets

and appliances. It is an

efficient design that

frees up floor space.



G-Shape Kitchen

What makes the G-shaped

design popular is not simply

that it offers a tremendous

amount of storage space. It has

a preparation-area peninsula

and four walls of storage.

One Wall Kitchen
A one-wall kitchen is a kitchen

that is all built into one linear

wall. These types of kitchens

are found typically in small

homes.

Galley Kitchen

A galley kitchen is a long,

narrow kitchen layout with

services on one or both sides.

An aisle runs down the center

of a galley kitchen.

Kitchen Island
An island is a freestanding

piece of cabinetry that is placed

in a kitchen to supplement the

countertop space. It is an

excellent opportunity to include

more storage in the kitchen



E3 STUDIO will help you create your personalized wardrobes, which will be designed to

blend with your interior, highlighting the best features of your space. Custom wardrobes

offer the most significant benefit because they can be built to specifications and are

designed to fit personal belongings.

Wardrobe

We at E3 Studio provide vanity solutions

that aesthetically lift the spirits of your

interior while creatively making a better

use of space. There is no better way to

store th ings than stor ing i t in a

systemized fashion replete with sharp

lines and a clean view.

Vanity

Your and our ideas will be put to use to

create a unique and original furniture

piece with a voice that speaks to your

hopes & desires.

TV Unit

Sliding Door Wardrobe • Fitted Wardrobe • Glass ardrobe • Hinged Wardrobes • Walk-in WardrobesW

Corner Wardrobes • Mirrored Wardrobes • Single Wardrobe • Double Door Wardrobe

Types f Wardrobeso



MEASUREMENTS: Accuracy is an important aspect of

ensuring a smooth project. We believe that accurate

measurements help build a successful infrastructure.

2D DESIGNING AS PER ANALYSIS: We draw 2D designs to

provide a practical reference This way, it is easier to

communicate how counter space, storage and appliances

will be assembled.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM THE CUSTOMER: Before

moving ahead with the production process, we take

confirmation from the customer.

QUALITY CHECK: We do product quality inspection

before dispatch to ensure that it meets quality standards.

CUSTOMER’S NEED ANALYSIS: Proactively approaching

potential issues before they become actual problems.

Customer need analysis help us to identify what our

customer's true need is.

3D DESIGNING: We create 3D designs to offer our

customers a more realistic representation. It helps the

clients to predict the ultimate outcome, alter features, and

color options.

PRODUCTION PROCESS: We follow a strict and efficient

production process. We have state-of- the-art production

facilities equipped with advanced German technology

machines.

INSTALLATION BY PROFESSIONALS: We provide up to the

mark and perfectly calibrated installation services. We

believe in creating your dream space

THE PROCESS WE FOLLOW



info@e3studio.in | www.e3studio.in

UPCOMING LOCATIONS: NOIDA, SAHIBABAD JAIPUR.&

C & GET FREE CONSULTATIONALL US

9800 790 790CUSTOMER CARE

OKHLA (HEAD OFFICE )

D-14/1 Phase – I, I,

Industrial Area,Okhla

Delhi -110020

MUNDKA (WEST DELHI)

D-64 Near Rajdhani Park

etroM Station Area ,

New Delhi-110041

GURUGRAM (DELHI NCR)

Deep Vatika Ashok Vihar Phase 3, ,

G B Rlock Sector 1-2 oad

,Sector 5 To Palam Vihar

Opp Palam Vihar C1 Gate

w ,Near TVS Sho room Gurugram,

Haryana 122022


